Holidays in Cambodia... The adventures of Colin, Chris, and Tony... When Robin did puzzles every morning in the sixth grade... The broken bell that rang three times... The coal... When Mr. Gardner pretended he was a bull... Mr. Peters's impersonation of the bell... "I like your sweater"... Mr. DiSipio taking the pictures... The sixth grade dance in the afternoon... When everyone in the wing could hear Mrs. Winter... The sixth grade sit down... When Lisa Goodrich kept talking five minutes after Mrs. Winter had told the whole class be quiet... When Nick and Nancy were going out... When Rob drew a picture of Amanda in Art... When Sarah asked over Graham... When Mr. Jones took a temper tantrum in Math... When Mark Damico actually tripped when trying to show off... The Bruins and holy war... Late night skiing at Barton's... What an arm... Borrowing a pen from Mrs. Shaeffer... When Laura Kahoe asked Mr. Gardner if she could use stick figures in her character sketch... The Z-team and how they got beaten on by everyone... D.O.A. - WAT? NO!... When J.C. and S.B. were up in the balcony... The tent... Pool parties with Mr. Greer... When the forum got filled with water and mildewed... When Lee Ann got bitten by a monkey... When Lallie wore her bright orange pants... Black Gold... When David Saef said "Attention Section David!" on the announcements... When Clary started the air piston fight in Science... When we all had to sit out in the field the last day of school... When Tony yelled at Mr. V. and Mrs. S... The seventh grade dart matches... Ben getting saved by her finger... The seventh grade dart matches... Tony cutting his finger... Ed's shorts falling... Concord's Math Team number one in the state... Miss McNeil's Section 1 wearing black construction paper shoes and singing the Mickey Mouse Club theme song to the seventh graders... Chester and Pinky... Mrs. Vela falling off the side of her desk... Mr. Grant falling off his chair... Adam's stink bomb and how he used to eat paint... Grody Mike... The sixth grade where no one danced... When Rachel dropped her gum on Mrs. Duffey's desk... When Tom threw a pencil at Linda and almost hit Mr. Lakie... When the band switched their instruments on the substitute... The fire alarm... When Mrs. Duffey tripped over the trashcan in the Library... When Laura was here... Then Tom Griffiths wrote dirty poems on the computer and got caught... When Hollie pulled Lisa's mini-skirt over her ankles in Science... When Matt Taggart and Neil Lauts were here... When Mr. Lakie went jogging in girls basketball shorts... The Beseecher... Hollie saying "Oh my... April Fool's tricks... Conrad's crew cut... When Caitlin hit Jennifer K... Lisa eating four dozen cookies... Eating, eating, and more eating at Kristin and Rachel's... When Laurel L. had the fight with Matty T... Mr. Dixon... BO... Freeland making scenes in Quincy Market... Brian being in love... Playing Cowboys & Indians in Math... Nicholas and Freeland on the Movie Theater Ice... The roast beef... Halloween on Oak Hill Circle... YAY Niblet!... The Fish... Wip! Wip!... Captain Brad on the Columbus in the canal... Nick had to clean his rug... Mr. Grant's symbol ring... The Splits... The underwear on the exit sign... The nights at Kristin's... Community shirt... The smell in Science... Jorge chasing Kristin... The Burke Family Part III in 3-D... You dirty rat you!... Juliet and Grainger... Hollie made Willie cry... The man who drowned on the table... I'm only UMAN and it's not UMERIOUS... Jim & Amanda on the bleachers... Hollie's door trick... Goop fights... Alan's and Mark's Dog World...
GIRLS BASKETBALL

BOYS BASKETBALL
PEABODY STUDENT COUNCIL

SANBORN STUDENT COUNCIL
We the eighth graders of the Class of '83 bequeath the following:

To Betsy, my paper shoes and my job as a shoe salesman... Our great reputation to carry on... The bell system... The girls' bathroom... To Mark, all my dresses... SSR to the newcomers... My sanity... My earplugs for Mr. Jones' class... My locker to anyone who will take it... My fingerprints on the locker... The lack of water in the bathrooms... Old, smelly corroded lunches in the lockers... Nothing... All the bumper stickers and books in my locker... My stolen tests to new eighth graders... All my teachers for the poor seventh graders coming back next year (Ha! Ha! Ha!)... My two-year-old peanut butter and jelly sandwiches in our locker... To Mr. Scott, my Lewis... Mark D. and Joe M. for another year... I and some friends leave punk rock and craziness... I, Timmy R., being of just sound body, leave a two-quart jar of prime vintage Chunky Vegetable Soup to Leon B... We leave nothing to anybody anytime anywhere for any reason... My grades... My loss of hearing with Mr. Jones... To Brent, my pens and pencil... To Rick T., my weights... My two-year-old torn Nike... Brad Sage's pink shirt and Dave's clothes for research... My P.J.'s to this unlawful school with bad words... The Middle School lunches to starving nations of the world... Mr. Faison's polka-dotted tie to a clown... We will Edward... I, Kristin Lucido, will my Bermuda Shorts, my Argyle Socks, and my Penny Loafers... I leave the scribbly buzzer system... I leave these walls, finally and gratefully at that... I leave the dead plant in Social Studies, the peanut butter jar full of icy frozen gypsy moths, my nose, and my two-year-old crayfish to Mrs. F... All school lunches to sixth graders... A pint of type O blood... Mr. Chamberlin's jokes to the seventh graders... A life supply of bad paragraphs to Mrs. Duffey... Pencils to Mr. Pod... School books to Mr. Meeker... English vocabulary notebook to Mrs. Duffey... Pens to Mr. Pod... All dictionaries to Mrs. Duffey... Ms. Mohnihan to anyone but me... My locker to the Forest Preservation Organization... My fluorescent blue locker to any sixth or seventh grader... My colored chalk to Mr. Lakie... To Nollie, the cat stuck in the tree... Myself to Robbie!... Very happily and quickly...
SANBORN-PEABODY

Katie White
Paul Wilgren
John S. Williams
John Williams
Amy Witherbee
Kate Woodhouse

Corey Wright
Stefan Wunsch
Nina Yager
Chris Harder
Laurel Lambert
Cam Nestor

Torenzp Stinson
Andrea Ulanowsk
Stan Wilson
Seth Pillsbury
Tracie Adams
Robin Albertson

Arthur Anthony
Neal Archibald
Kim Atwater
Hanna Bailey
Tim Bartkus
Bill Barton

Earl Baxter
Leon Beasley
Nick Boynton
Mike Bross
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Melissa Carr
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Peter Dennen

Clari Diaz
Katie Doherthy
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Hillary Evans
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Steven Finocchio
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Becky Furth
Andrew George
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Tish Hopkins
Sarah Jones
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Taasha King
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Carolyn Latti
Steve Loynd
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Chris Mara
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Lauren McDade
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John Mee
Graham Mitchell
Audrey Moore
Greg Mueller
Jenny Nash
Susan Nauseda

Tony Navarro
Kris Olson
John Pallozzi
Colin Parker
Laura Pascal
Eddie Pika
Laura Plimpton
Tracy Rau
Jason Ricker
Jane Rizzitano
Terrie Robinson
Marilyn Robinson

David Seef
Brad Sage
Krista Santos
Betsy Sawyer
Kendra Schuhmacher
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Greg Shaw
Chris Steinhalber
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David Stone
Donny Stone
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SUPERLATIVES

BOYS
KING - Mark Steele
BEST PERSONALITY - Omar Ricketts
MOST POPULAR - Mike Connelly
CUTEST - David Root
NICEST - Omar Ricketts
MOST ATHLETIC - Anthony Beach
BEST DRESSED - Mike Connelly
CLASS CLOWN - Tom Griffiths
MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED - Steven Cross
CLASS FLIRT - Michael Connelly
CHATTERBOX - David Root
CLASS ACTOR - Mark Steele
CLASS ARTIST - Erich Fox Tree
CLASS MUSICIAN - Matt Bonner
CLASS PREP - Mike Connelly
CLASS OPTIMIST - David Root
BEST LOOKING - Mark Steele

GIRLS
QUEEN - Danielle Boyd
BEST PERSONALITY - Melanie Wells
MOST POPULAR - Danielle Boyd
CUTEST - Kim Norsworthy
NICEST - Melanie Wells
MOST ATHLETIC - Eileen Farren
BEST DRESSED - Hollie Triconi
CLASS CLOWN - Anissa Lane
MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED - Melanie Wells
CLASS FLIRT - Melinda Schultz
CHATTERBOX - Linda Hickey
CLASS ACTOR - Hollie Triconi
CLASS ARTIST - Liz Storandt
CLASS MUSICIAN - Laura Favorito
CLASS PREP - Laura Favorito
CLASS OPTIMIST - Jenny Nichols
BEST LOOKING - Danielle Boyd

PEABODY

BOYS
KING - Tony Navarro
BEST PERSONALITY - Geoff Zents
MOST POPULAR - Tony Navarro
CUTEST - Bimmy Stubblebine
NICEST - Bimmy Stubblebine
CLASS CLOWN - Nick Boynton
MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED - Mark Waldeck
CLASS FLIRT - Mike Duggan
CHATTERBOX - Nick Boynton
CLASS ACTOR - David Saef
CLASS ARTIST - Steve Loynd
CLASS MUSICIAN - David Cox
CLASS PREP - Sean Curtin
CLASS OPTIMIST - Mark Waldeck
BEST LOOKING - Geoff Zents
MOST ATHLETIC - Tony Navarro
BEST DRESSED - Sean Curtin

GIRLS
QUEEN - Laura Pascal
BEST PERSONALITY - LeeAnn Herreid
MOST POPULAR - Laura Pascal
CUTEST - Perdy Ticknor
NICEST - Kristen Lucido
CLASS CLOWN - Katey Doherty
MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED - Melissa Carr
CLASS FLIRT - Kristen Lucido
CHATTERBOX - Laura Kehoe
CLASS ACTOR - Naomi Fisher
CLASS ARTIST - LeeAnn Herreid
CLASS MUSICIAN - Laura Kehoe
CLASS PREP - Kristen Lucido
CLASS OPTIMIST - LeeAnn Herreid
BEST LOOKING - Laura Pascal
MOST ATHLETIC - Sue Nauseda
BEST DRESSED - Marilyn Robinson
SUPERLATIVES

BOYS
KING - Mark Steele
BEST PERSONALITY - Omar Ricketts
MOST POPULAR - Mike Connelly
CUTEST - David Root
NICEST - Omar Ricketts
MOST ATHLETIC - Anthony Beach
BEST DRESSED - Mike Connelly
CLASS CLOWN - Tom Griffiths
MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED - Steve
CLASS FLIRT - Michael Connelly

David Root
LET'S FORGET . . .
